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We have developed micro and nano devices for space applications. Active wavefront
control is required subsequent to reflection from the primary mirror, particularly to
overcome the potentially large spatial frequency errors anticipated with Gossamer type
structures. Development of new, low-mass technologies is essential for wavefront
correction for next generation optical instruments in Space. Inchworm actuators are
required to provide the fine shape correction of primary apertures for future space
telescopes. Since conventional inchworm actuator technologies are bulky, there is
considerable incentive to develop miniaturized inchworm motors (or actuators). We are
developing an inchworm microactuator technology with large linear motion. We have
also demonstrated a large aperture continuous membrane deformable mirror (DM) with a
large-stroke piezoelectric unimorph actuator array. The DM consists of a continuous,
large aperture, silicon membrane “transferred” in its entirety onto a 20 × 20 piezoelectric
unimorph actuator array. A PZT unimorph actuator, 2.5 mm in diameter with optimized
PZT/Si thickness and design showed a deflection of 5.7 μm at 20 V. An assembled DM
showed an operating frequency bandwidth of 30 kHz and influence function of
approximately 30 %. High-pressure microvalve will be required for lightweight
spacecrafts with an extremely limited power budget. We have demonstrated low-power,
leak-tight, piezoelectric microvalve at high-pressures. The microvalve consists of a
custom-designed piezoelectric stack actuator bonded onto silicon valve components with
the entire assembly contained within a metal housing. Leak testing of the microvalve,
conducted using a Helium leak detector, showed a leak rate of approximately 5x10-3 sccm
at 800 psi for the gas-compatible version and a leak rate of approximately 3 x 10-6 scc/sec
at 50 psi for the liquid-compatible version, respectively. Dynamic microvalve operations
(switching rates of up to 1 kHz) have also been successfully demonstrated. The
measured power consumption, in the fully open state, was 3 mW at an applied potential
of 30 V.
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